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INTRODUCTION

10 illustrated poems uploaded to the Franklin Poems website in 10 weeks. Each Poem different and 
each using a variety of techniques with words and illustrations.
The idea of Franklin Poems is not new. Poetry and art have been partners for many years, but with 
Franklin Poems we wanted to focus exclusively on digital art and digital poetry. We are heavily influ-
enced by D.I.Y culture and Zines. Heartbeats is a Zine. It is the first collected Zine and there will be 
several more to follow. Each will collect 10 poems. Feel free to print off the digital Zine that you are 
virtually holding or you could just keep it has nature intended.

Heartbeats is a phrase or even an action that is vague enough to describe the ten poems in the collec-
tion. Heart and indeed beating is common in all the poems and each one looks to do something new on 
the page. 

If you like poetry hopefully the words will draw you in. If you like art then the visuals should please 
your eye. If you like Zines then you have one right here. Franklin Poems are made with heart and 
integrity and we hope this is obvious in this collection,

Franklin Fishbone 2013
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